39 FOOT SQUARE TAPERED LIGHT POLE - 39S73ST125
7.32 inch base with 11 gauge wall thickness

Pole
The pole shaft is fabricated from hot rolled carbon steel having a minimum yield of 55,000 PSI and conforms to ASTM A500 grade C requirements. The shaft construction is a single piece of formed steel welded longitudinally. The hand hole is located 1’ 6” above the pole base. A ground lug is provided standard.

Anchor Base
The anchor base is fabricated from a structural quality hot rolled carbon steel plate that has a minimum yield strength of 36,000 PSI. The anchor base telescopes the pole shaft and has a circumferential weld on the top and bottom.

Base Cover
A full base cover is provided which encapsulates the base plate and anchor bolts to provide a clean transition from pier to pole.

Finish
The pole is finished with a Super Durable Powdercoat Paint. Multiple colors available. Galvanizing and T-Guard treatments available upon request. Additional warranty extensions available with these treatments.